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Several parameters serve to differentiate microprocessors and microcontrollers
as shown in the Table. For the microcontrollers, the table would refer to the
CPU and its internal memories. Modules will be considered later. The micro-
processor with external memory is defined as shown in the Table.

Type Support

CPU Generally defined by normal data size -8-,16-,or 32-bits

Clock speed Determines the speed-of-operation of CPU only

Memory Unit(s) Size and type determine program and data storage sizes.

Addressing range For internal or external memory, determines maximum size.

Data Bus size Number of bytes that can be processed at once.

Operand length is often determined by this.

I/O modules External to CPU

Table 1: Characteristics of CPUs







Figure 1: Harvard and VonNeumann architecture





The PIC microcontrollers have a great deal of support from Microchip and
third-party vendors. This includes software development systems, real-time
operating systems, simulators and emulators.

Development Support

High Tech C C for PIC chips

Features Assembly and interrupt handling

RTOS Real-time OS SALVO and others

Development In Circuit Debuggers MPLAB , Real ICE

Documentation Many books, Manuals, and application notes

Hardware Evaluation boards

The Company Reliable. Tech Help.

General Extensive third party support

Microchip Technology User Forums

Financial Fairly inexpensive chips and development systems.

The choice of development tools depends on the size and scope of the project.
Today, almost of the software development is done on PCs so the compilers and
assemblers are cross-software unless they are targeting the Intel processors. (See
Harman p13).

Example development systems MPLAB IDE and ICD.
For many PIC products, the microprocessor in the target product is replaced

by the In Circuit Emulator header. The cost is about $1000.00.

An alternative is to use the on-board debugging code of the microcontroller.
This requries a simple connection and a development system such as the ICD3
(In Circuit Debugger) for about $200.00.

Always look at the manufacturers WEB site for the latest infor-
mation.














